
Question time finished and after the customary photo I could  scarcely wait to call and 

share my biggest learning with the team – “The answer to everything is process!” 

Earlier this year I was privileged to hear All Black 

Ben Smith share some insights on Team Motivation 

and high performance. My single biggest takeaway is 

wrapped up in one word “Process.” As we look at the 

topic of “Flow” with our Learning BITES I felt it was 

perfect to briefly share my top takeaway. 

Have a process to select team members and a process to connect them into the 

team. 

Team needs to trump the individual and to win you need to create an environment 

which means that you can win.  Winning teams have a “win every day mindset”, are 

always looking to improve. You want to get the right people around you – individuals 

who aim to be “the best player on the field” and through their actions influence others 

to be the same. To do this team members need to have connection and know what 

makes each other tick. Having a friend you can relate to in and out of work makes 

it mean more. Have specific things in place to ensure people feel appreciated. 

Plan to win. Create winning process. “Process trumps outcome”. A set-back is a 

learning opportunity and allows you to refocus with more clarity. Have “work-on’s” 

each day – each team member has time to work on their area of expertise each 

day/week. Break desired outcome into daily things. Control what you can control.  
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Always bring back to process. 

Process trumps outcome.  

~ Ben Smith



Start at the start and plan to get better. Have a “better each day” mindset” which 

makes you make the most of every ‘rep in the gym (and in a work sense the most of 

every repetitive task). Process allows you to live fully in the moment. You can then 

bring it back to the moment and that is how you develop a better each day mindset. 

The ability to be present and focused by following process allows team debriefs 

that make the next task clear. This clarity and process for each part of the wider plan 

has the great benefit of enabling people to “flick a switch “on” when need to be 

present and engaged at work and “off” afterwards. This gives a balance from work. 

It great teams “key people know their roles and execute process. Under pressure 

always bring it back to process.” A winning team is one where people enjoy the 

experience, have culture as a point of difference and clarity of what is required, by 

whom, when and certainty of how it is to be done”  

Do you have a gap in your team plan, & execution? Consider looking for which process 

do you need to work on to fill the gaps. 
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GROW

Here's to your success!

Mike & the Team at


